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An Indian man with a magnanimous heart takes a young mute Pakistani girl back to her homeland to
reunite her with her family. A little mute girl from a Pakistani village gets lost on her return back
from a trip to India. In Kurukshetra, she meets Pawan - an ardent devotee of Lord Hanuman - who is
in the midst of a challenge posed by his lover's father. In trying to discover the girl's parents, he
develops an unshakable bond with her. He tries to get into Pakistan through a path righteous to his
conscience and later, accompanied with a smart Pakistani news reporter - a story that captures the
imagination of the public in both countries. Mr Salman Khan's character takes on a nations army
Wins over the hearts of its people with his commitment , dedication and love . The areas of
highlights are Histrionics ! Mr Khan enthrals us with his performance as an actor . Somehow , he
reminds us of another great actor Mr Sanjeev Kumar . The character is multi faceted Innocent , naive
, strong yet stupid , loving but has his bigotry , committed but has flaws in his nature, simple but
strong willed , sticks to his own rules but doesn't bend or break them , can fight but chooses not to
fight !!! We can go on and do an In depth analysis of this complex character who appears simple ,
that's just due to mastery of the portrayal of this role ! Everybody seems to be going gaga over the
other two main characters in this film , they fail to notice the understated yet powerful performance
of Mr Khan. People need to stop bringing in and highlighting the personal lives of the star of this film
. Instead if they focused on the performance they will realise that here is one guy who can do it all
and do it all with his own trademark style. The Director should get a particular mention here as he
knew what he was doing and at no point he let the audience down at the same time gave us what he
wanted to serve rather than what we expected , true hall marks of a visionary story teller. Mr Kabir
Khan thanks a million for this wonderful journey which people call as a film ! You've done justice to
the lead character and to the supporting roles without undermining any of their presence. The film
world will look back in time and wonder at this Marvellous jewel called Bajrangi Bhaijaan. It's a true
landmark in history of movie making. I wish you more and more success . And Mr Salman Khan , we
wish that you could provide us more than an occasional glimpse of your true acting talent . You've
proved that you are on par or even better than your two fellow compatriots ( Khans as well ) Thanks
again for entertaining us . Wishing you and praying for even greater success in future Eid Mubarak
Bhai. The theme of the film is superb. The way the film is directed is not upto the mark, Salman is
superb, I don't know why they offered a role for Kareena, she is one of the worst actress as of now in
the industry, she proved again that she is not a good actress. Nawazuddin and the little girl were
fantastic. Some good director would have been directed it, dialogues written are not effective.
Completely a pro-pakistani movie, a dialogue says Kashmir also belongs to Pakistan. Somewhere it is
hurting Hindu sentiments, director is trying to patch it up as well but he couldn't, we doubted
Kareena is playing role of Muslim woman or Hindu woman. She didn't look like a girl who is from a
Hindu Brahmin family. She would have played the role of the little girl's mother then. It would have
been superb if Salmaan Khan (Bhajrangi) visited a Hindu temple in Pakistan. Director would have
given equal importance to both Hindu's and Muslims in the movie. Any how overall very good story,
but direction is not at all good for this kind of superb story. a5c7b9f00b 
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